
Tuned task force
Hartmann Tuning's Mercedes Sprinter speeds up prombt plumber services

If anyone is in need for a plumber intervention, this cool service vehicle,  designed and 
realized by Hartmann Tuning (Neuss, Germany),  the specialist for individual and sporty 
transporters and vans, is the right emergency car for the rescue operation.  

With accessories from their VANSPORTS styling-programm Hartmann Tuning turned a Mercedes 
Sprinter 319 CDI panel truck into a service-vehicle, which is truely second to none.  In case a water 
pipe bursts or the heating does not work, professional help is desperately needed . But don't worry! 
Help arrives quickly in form of the repair-heros in their red and racey looking Mercedes Benz 
Sprinter. Unclogging the toilets has never looked better before! 

With this professional customized Mercedes Sprinter the Hartmann Tuning Team realized not only 
an amazing service car  but also a flashy marketing vehicle to show off the skills of  a company. 
Spoilers at the front and the rear, sideskirts, painted mirror caps, lowering springs and tinted tail 
lights give this Mercedes van an outstanding appearance.

A fast service vehicle should not show up on the track without right fitting sport shoes. Therefore 
Hartmann Tuning equipped the Mercedes Sprinter with black glossy finished VEST-3-rims (9 x 20) 
as parts of the large VANSPORTS wheel-program.  The mounted Pirelli tyres ( P-Zeo Nero, 265/45 
R20) are providing the necessary grip which is required for such an impressive emergency car to 
fight bursted pipes as fast as possible. Optimal  decleration values are further pluses  of the 
Mercedes Sprinter by Hartmann Tuning because of the high performance braking system with its 
six-pistons brake calipers and perforated discs. 

If you want to jazz up the interior of your Mercedes Sprinter, then Hartmann Tuning again is the 
right address. Attractive VANSPORTS accessories such as leather steering wheel and leather shift 
levers as well as pedal covers, genuine carbon decoration and chrome door sill plates refine the 
driver's cab. Singler leather seats even in the second row are underlining the touch of luxury and 
elegance.  Returning to practicability: A special rail system on the soil guarantees variable seating 
arrangements. Not to forget the folding table and the installed Sortimo van racking system!  
As you can see: even a hard work like plumbing can be fun. (Text & Photos Mathias Ebeling)

Discover the comprehensive VANSPORTS tuningworld for vans and transporters of 
Mercedes-Benz, Volkswagen, Opel, Nissan and Renault at www.vansports.de 
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